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LV/E1
VISUAL LEVEL GAUGES WITH MINIMUM LEVEL SIGNAL

VISUAL LEVELS
The visual level gauges allow the liquid level to be checked in a clear and precise way at any time,
and have the possibility to have an electrical signal.
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VISUAL LEVEL GAUGES WITH MINIMUM LEVEL SIGNAL

The visual level gauges allow the liquid level to be checked in a clear and precise way at any time.
The principle used is that of communicating vessels: the liquid goes through the level gauge by means of hollow screws, 
showing the user the exact point inside the tank.
Through a full range of components our level gauges can meet the most particular needs, at a limited cost.
The level gauges can be equipped with tap that stop the flow of liquid from the tank to the gauge.
The C/C distances of 127 ÷ 3000 mm supplied meet the needs of all customers. In this way they can be interchangeable 
with the level gauges available on the market and, above all, “custom made” according to needs. The “U” protection screen 
is normally fitted in order to obtain visibility on the front part of the level gauge, but if necessary it can be turned 90° to 
obtain visibility on the right or left.
As well as providing a visual indication, the visual level gauge E1 have a minimum level signal which can be N.O. or N.C. 
or EXCHANGE, on customer request.

The many advantages include:
- just one purchase
- just one installation
- savings in costs and work
- total safety: the electrical part is 
  completely separate from the liquids 
  and insulated with respect to the 
  outside.
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